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BÜSCH in action
Customized control technology for collecting 
fire extinguishing water

BÜSCH supplies control technology for penstocks
BÜSCH produced and installed a cont-
rol system for penstocks for an industri-
al company (WOCO Industrietechnik in 
Bad Soden, Germany, www.wocogroup.
com).

The task was a drainage control, which 
separates the outflow of possibly occur-
ring, contaminated extinguishing water 
from normal rain water. 

The control, which operates four BÜSCH 
penstocks mounted in two concrete 
wells, has been integrated into the fire 
protection concept of WOCO. The pen-
stocks will automatically run, triggered 
by a fire alarm, in the proposed open 
and closed positions.
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BÜSCH Technology controls the automatic extinguis-
hing water collection integrating existing fire fighting 
equipment.

Four BÜSCH penstocks (2 x XL4-RS 
DN500 and 2 x CP4-RS DN200) are in-
stalled in two separated concrete wells. 
The penstocks are operated from elec-
tric actuators.

As the case may be four different scena-
rios have to be driven, in which the con-
taminated extinguishing water is collec-
ted and separated from the drain into 
the sewer line.
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BÜSCH realised this concept with 
the customized control unit. The four 
penstocks are now, depending on the 
scenario closed or opened by the elec-
tric actuators.

The control system was also integrated 
in the emergency power concept of the 
customer in case of power failure.
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Control cabinet and actuators on headstocks

Well with XL4-RS und CP4-RS

Main switch and socket for external energy supply

   Project scope

▪ BÜSCH control, integration in   
   existing fire fighting equipment
▪ 2x CP4-RS DN200
▪ 2x XL4-RS DN500
▪ Headstocks with actuation 
   system
▪ Control cabinet
▪ Installation and implementation 
   of control


